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With the growing number of single-cell analysis tools, benchmarks are increasingly
important to guide analysis and method development. However, a lack of standardisation
and extensibility in current benchmarks limits their usability, longevity, and relevance to
the community. We present Open Problems, a living, extensible, community-guided
benchmarking platform including 10 current single-cell tasks that we envision will raise
standards for the selection, evaluation, and development of methods in single-cell
analysis.

Single-cell genomics has enabled the study of biological processes at an unprecedented scale
and resolution1–3. These studies were enabled by innovative data generation technologies
coupled with emerging computational tools specialised for single-cell data. As single-cell
technologies have become more prevalent, so has the development of new analysis tools,
which have resulted in over 1700 published algorithms4 (as of February 2024). Thus, there is an
increasing need to continuously evaluate which algorithm performs best in which context to
inform best practices5,6 that evolve with the field.

In many fields of quantitative science, public competitions and benchmarks address this need
by evaluating state-of-the-art methods against known criteria, following the concept of a
Common Task Framework7. Public competitions of this kind have a rich track record of
accelerating innovation in algorithm development in computer vision (ImageNet8), natural
language processing (GLUE9), robotics (RoboCup10), recommendation systems (Netflix
Challenge11), and, more recently in the life sciences, in protein structure prediction (CASP12) or
systems biology (DREAM13).

In single-cell genomics, as in many other domains, it is typical for analysis algorithms to be
evaluated via benchmarks. However, such benchmarks are often of limited use as the field
suffers from a lack of standardised procedures for benchmarking14, which can lead to different
assessments of the same method. Bespoke benchmarks set up by method developers to
evaluate their own algorithms often include datasets and metrics chosen to highlight the
advantage of their tools, which has been shown to lead to less objective assessments15,16.
Alternatively, independent benchmarks that evaluate the current state of the art in a given
area17–20 may be less biased, but their results are static and inevitably age. These frameworks
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are also typically not designed for extensibility or interoperability, limiting the value of reusing a
framework to perform new systematic benchmarks14. This inability to reuse infrastructure leads
to repeats of non-standardized benchmarks that cannot provide the guidance that users need.
For example, at least four benchmarks of batch integration methods exist18,21–23, each of which
uses different sets of datasets and metrics and thus suggest different optimal methods (Fig 1a).
Similar issues have been reported across single-cell topics, where datasets and metrics typically
have less than 10% overlap between benchmarks24. Finally, even if standard benchmarks are
defined, historical analysis has shown that decentralised implementation of such benchmarks
tends to inflate model performance due to custom hyperparameter selection and data
processing25. Standardised benchmarking that guides users and promotes method innovation
can only be achieved by neutral, independent efforts with ongoing community participation14,15,24.
Such community participation around quantified tasks requires continuous updates, a process
that is hard to realise in the typical result-paper framework that defines the modern scientific
process.

Figure 1: The Open Problems in Single-cell Analysis living benchmarking platform. A) Overview
and timeline of published benchmarks of single-cell batch integration. Four publications have
benchmarked 19 methods using 18 metrics. Light grey and black squares indicate whether one or two
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benchmarks include this method-metric combination (left). Arrows indicate the range of publication times
of methods included in the benchmark. B) Schematic diagram of the Open Problems platform. The Open
Problems platform consists of tasks that are broken down into datasets, methods, and metrics. The
community contributes code to these tasks in the platform, which uses these contributions to extend the
benchmarks that are run and pushed to the Open Problems website. The community can then consult the
website for guidance on method selection.

To achieve this goal, we developed the Open Problems in Single-Cell Analysis (Open Problems)
platform. The Open Problems platform is an open-source, extensible, living benchmarking
framework that enables quantitative evaluation of best practices in single-cell analysis. It
combines a permissively licensed GitHub repository
(github.com/openproblems-bio/openproblems) with community-defined tasks, an automated
benchmarking workflow, and a website to explore the results. Currently, Open Problems
includes 10 defined tasks, on which 16 datasets are used to evaluate 70 methods using 31
metrics. These tasks were defined by community engagement, including on the public GitHub
repository, in regular open meetings, and at a hackathon in March 2021 with over 50
participants. This broad involvement has already led to new benchmarking insights and best
practice recommendations, while improving and standardizing previously published
benchmarks. We envision that Open Problems’ community-defined standards for progress in
single-cell data science will raise the bar for the selection and evaluation of methods, provide
targets for novel method innovation, and enable developers without single-cell expertise to
contribute to the field.

To enable truly living benchmarks, we designed a standardised and automated infrastructure
that allows members of the single-cell community to contribute to Open Problems in a seamless
manner (Methods). Each Open Problems task consists of datasets, methods, and metrics (Fig
1b). Datasets define both the input and the ground truth for a task, methods attempt to solve the
task, and metrics evaluate the success of a method on a given dataset. We provide cloud
infrastructure to enable centralised benchmarking when new methods, datasets, or metrics are
added to our platform. Within each task, every method is evaluated on every dataset using
every metric, and each method is then ranked on a per-dataset basis by the average normalised
metric score and presented in a summary table on the Open Problems website
(https://openproblems.bio).

Community engagement on the platform is centered around an open discussion forum, open
code contribution opportunities, and task leadership. Task leaders are community members who
have contributed substantially to a task, assume organisational responsibilities for the task, and
are ultimately responsible for task definition, maintenance, and facilitation of community
contributions. Task definitions, choices of metrics, and implementations of methods are
discussed on our GitHub repository and can be easily amended by pull requests which are
reviewed by task leaders and the core infrastructure team.

To enable seamless community involvement in Open Problems, we have designed our platform
to leverage cloud infrastructure that provides reproducibility, accessibility, and automation

https://openproblems.bio


(Supplementary Figure 1). Each task is organised as a directory with subdirectories for
datasets, methods, metrics, and utilities. Each task must contain at least one dataset, one
metric, and two baseline methods, which provide upper and lower bounds for performance of
the task. Each component (i.e. dataset, method, or metric) exists as a single file in the relevant
subdirectory, and adding a new method is as simple as opening a pull request to the repository
and adding a new file that follows the API for that task. When a community member adds a
component, the new contribution is automatically tested in the cloud. When all tests pass and
the new contribution is accepted, the results from the new contribution are automatically
submitted to the Open Problems website. To maximise reproducibility, each component is run
within a Docker container defined by the method contributor, and all data is downloaded from
public repositories, including figshare, the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)26, and
CELLxGENE27.

Building on previous work defining open challenges in single-cell analysis28 and independent
benchmarking studies in single-cell genomics18,19,21,29–36, we started by defining seven Open
Problems tasks (Fig. 2a), which extends to 10 with the inclusion of subtasks. While several
tasks were directly informed by published benchmarking papers (e.g., batch correction18,
cell-cell communication37), others were defined by method developers in the single-cell
community (e.g., spatial decomposition). These tasks are designed to be a starting point on
which further community development can be added to address further open problems.

https://paperpile.com/c/YwBUlq/Xmyd
https://paperpile.com/c/YwBUlq/N4IA
https://paperpile.com/c/YwBUlq/2fqt
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Figure 2: Task overview, setup and results. A) Overview of the seven tasks currently included in the
Open Problems platform. Batch integration and cell-cell communication (CCC) consist of three and two
subtasks respectively, making up the current total of 10 tasks. B) Schematic diagram of the CCC task.



This task includes two subtasks defined by different types of ground truth: spatial cell type co-localization
in the source-target subtask and cytokine profiling in the ligand-target subtask. Methods are run on each
subtask to score the likelihood of interaction between source and target cell types or ligand and target cell
types. Finally, the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) and the odds ratio of true to false
positive interactions in the top 5% of predicted pairs are used to score method outputs (Supplementary
Note 1.1). C) Collated results of both CCC subtasks. Methods are ranked using the mean of the overall
score for each subtask (shown as “TNBC Atlas” and “Mouse brain atlas” blue boxes respectively). These
overall scores are computed as the mean of all scaled metric results (red boxes). Linear scaling is
performed using random and perfect baseline methods, whose performance is set to 0 and 1, respectively
(see Methods).

A typical task setup can be exemplified by the cell-cell communication (CCC) task (Fig 2b;
Supplementary Note 2.1). The goal of cell-cell communication inference methods is to infer
which cell types are communicating within a tissue to mediate tissue function. Typical algorithms
base predictions on the expression of ligand and receptor genes in dissociated single-cell
data38. Ground-truth data for cellular communication are challenging to obtain. Thus, this task is
divided into two subtasks that use different proxies for this ground truth: spatial colocalization
(source-target subtask) and cytokine activity (ligand-target subtask). As the CCC methods
included in this task39–42 typically score ligand-receptor pairs using either their expression
magnitude or cell-type specificity, mean and max aggregation functions are used to score
interaction strengths between source and target cell types (source-target task) or ligands and
target cell types (ligand-target task)39–42. The outputs of these methods are finally evaluated
using the area under the precision-recall curve and odds ratios. These metrics measure how
well ground truth source-target (co-localized cell types) or ligand-target (cytokine activity within a
cell type) pairs are prioritised when ranking all interactions and how many true pairs are found in
the top 5%, respectively.

While the CCC task was contributed to Open Problems on the basis of a published
benchmark37, the task definition and metrics evolved based on input from the community and
the Open Problems team. This process has enabled the Open Problems results to generate
insight beyond the initial publication (Fig 2c), which focused predominantly on the comparison
of CCC databases and showed variable method performance across tasks. In the CCC Open
Problems task, we find that methods that rely on expression magnitude outperform approaches
that rely on expression specificity. Indeed, the top performers across tasks are CellPhoneDB
and LIANA’s ensemble model of expression magnitude scoring methods. Furthermore, max
aggregation of ligand-receptor scores outperformed mean aggregation across tasks and
methods. This improved inference of cellular communication using only the top-predicted
interactions suggests that methods are better at prioritising a small fraction of relevant
interactions while being prone to noise when their full interaction rankings are considered. Thus,
analysts interpreting CCC results may likewise want to focus only on the most high-scoring
predictions when inferring which cell types interact (Supplementary Note 1.1).

Using this combination of expert knowledge with community input, we also provide best-practice
recommendations for preprocessing and method selection for label projection, dimensionality
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reduction for 2D visualisation, batch integration, spatial decomposition, denoising, and matching
cellular profiles across modalities (Supplementary Note 1). For example, on all four reference
datasets currently included in the Open Problems label projection task, a simple logistic
regression model outperforms more complex methods that explicitly model batch effects, such
as Seurat43 or scANVI44, even when noise is added to the training data (Supplementary Note
1.2). Moreover, we also show that it is easier to correct for batch effects in single-cell graphs
compared to in latent embeddings or expression matrices (Supplementary Note 1.4), and
denoising methods perform best with non-standard preprocessing approaches that better
stabilise variance (Supplementary Note 1.6). Overall, Open Problems tasks provide
best-practice recommendations to data analysts that can be continuously updated and thereby
increase in robustness as new methods are developed and more complex datasets become
available.

Open Problems living benchmarking tasks also function as a quantifiable target for the
development of new methods. This problem definition is particularly useful for the wider
machine learning community that may lack domain knowledge (i.e. single-cell expertise).
Leveraging the batch integration and matching modality tasks as a basis, we previously set up
popular competitions for multimodal data integration at NeurIPS 202145,46 and 2022, with over
260 and 1,600 participants, respectively. In these competitions, the developers of multiple top
performers had no prior experience with single-cell data, yet were able to submit solutions that
substantially outperform state-of-the-art methods45. We envision that the Open Problems
platform will drive method development by improving the accessibility of open challenges in
single-cell analysis via defined tasks. To promote this, Open Problems enables method
developers to submit both prototype and final solutions to the platform for automated evaluation
against the current state-of-the-art. Open Problems results, which are made available under a
Creative Commons Attribution licence (CC-BY), can then be included in the respective method
papers. Similarly, entirely new benchmarks can be implemented as tasks, run via Open
Problems, and published separately while remaining updatable.

Taken together, the Open Problems platform is a community resource that quantitatively defines
open challenges in single-cell analysis, determines the current state-of-the-art solutions,
promotes method development to improve on these solutions, and monitors progress towards
these goals. Open Problems addresses the issues of bespoke and decentralised benchmarking
by providing standardised but flexible infrastructure and task definitions. Thereby, Open
Problems enables broader accessibility for scientists to contribute to the advancement of the
field of single-cell analysis. We envision Open Problems to bring about a shift in perspective on
method selection for data analysts and method evaluation for developers, supporting a
transition towards higher standards for methods in single-cell data science.

https://paperpile.com/c/YwBUlq/Ghhu
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Online Methods

Infrastructure
The Open Problems infrastructure is designed considering three core principles: automation,
reproducibility, and ease of contribution. Where possible, all steps involved in the integration of
new contributions to the living benchmark are automated with minimal manual review. All of the
components involved in generating the benchmark are publicly accessible and documented,
and contributing guides are made available to ensure that all community members are able to
contribute to the benchmark. Briefly, the Open Problems infrastructure consists of two GitHub
repositories that orchestrate continuous integration and continuous deployment via GitHub
Actions workflows, using Nextflow47, Nextflow Tower and AWS to run the benchmark, and
Quarto and Netlify48 to render and host the website (Fig S1).

Code structure

Each task in the benchmark is broken down into three core components: datasets, methods,
and metrics. Datasets provide a single-cell dataset with known ground truth corresponding to
the task, methods perform the task, and metrics evaluate the methods’ performance with
respect to the defined task (Fig 1b). Each time the living benchmark is updated, every method is
run on all datasets and evaluated using all metrics in the task to give the final score presented
on the website.

Datasets, methods, and metrics are written as single Python functions, which are executed
inside a Docker container to ensure that all external dependencies can be made available for a
given method. Datasets return an AnnData object,49 methods accept this AnnData object and
return a modified AnnData object, and metrics accept the modified AnnData object and return a
floating-point value. In order to encourage contributions from the community, Open Problems
also provides a simple wrapper function to execute R code via scprep50 and rpy251 in order to
avoid limiting developers to a single programming language. Additionally, the Open Problems
repository also provides a number of utility functions used across multiple tasks. These include
data loaders, which download publicly available data that may be used as datasets in multiple
tasks, normalisers, which provide standardised approaches to normalising raw data, and Docker
images, which provide common sets of dependencies used across many datasets, methods,
and metrics.

Metric normalization

Metrics can have different effective ranges when evaluating methods for a particular task. While
these different ranges may not affect method comparisons using only one metric, they do affect
benchmarking results when multiple performance metric scores must be combined to give an
overall ranking of methods. In order to equalise the contribution of each metric to the final score,
we use a system of “baseline methods”, which are designed to approximate both optimal and
random performance on a given task for each metric. Since metrics in a task may be optimised
by different baseline methods, we consider the optimum score of a given metric as the
maximum score achieved by any baseline method and random performance as the minimum

https://paperpile.com/c/YwBUlq/bXvzq
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score achieved by any baseline method. All method scores are then normalised to this range
such that optimum performance corresponds to a normalised score of 1 and random
performance to a normalised score of 0. Following best practices for machine learning
competitions52, each method’s score is then averaged over all normalised scores to give the
method’s overall score. Note that for some metrics (e.g., R squared in a regression task), it is
possible to perform arbitrarily worse than random. In this case, methods may achieve scores
significantly less than 0.

Benchmark procedure

The Open Problems living benchmark is run periodically on all contributions via Nextflow Tower
(https://tower.nf). When a new release is created in GitHub, the benchmark is triggered via a
Tower Actions webhook, which directs Nextflow Tower to launch a Nextflow47 pipeline. This
pipeline generates all datasets, runs all methods on each dataset, and computes all metrics on
each method-dataset pair for each task. The results of this benchmark are metric scores and
compute resources used for each method on each dataset. The computation for this pipeline is
run on AWS Batch and stored on AWS S3. Following the successful completion of a benchmark
run, Nextflow Tower triggers a GitHub webhook to download the results from S3, process them,
and commit them to the Open Problems website repository, which displays these results on the
website.

Continuous Integration

To ensure community contributions to Open Problems function as intended, we implement a
series of automated tests applied to all contributions to the repository. Unit tests, implemented
with PyTest and run on GitHub Actions, ensure that all tasks, datasets, methods, and metrics
conform to the expected API. This is achieved through a combination of universal- and
task-specific API checks, which confirm that each function produces the intended output defined
in each task. Additionally, each task must define a sample dataset and method, which are used
as input for testing the implementation of methods and metrics respectively. Datasets and
methods are also expected to respond to a test keyword, which requires that the returned
dataset be made smaller for testing purposes and the runtime of long methods be curtailed (e.g.
by reducing the number of iterations) to ensure unit testing can be completed with minimal
computational resources. Once all unit tests successfully pass, the full benchmark is run (with
the test flag) to ensure that all dataset-method-metric combinations are compatible. Finally, in
order to merge contributions to the main branch of the repository, test coverage is checked with
Codecov (https://codecov.io/) to ensure that all new code is covered by the unit tests, and a
manual review by a code maintainer is required to ensure the contributed code follows
community standards, including the Open Problems Code of Conduct located at
https://github.com/openproblems-bio/openproblems/blob/main/CODE_OF_CONDUCT.md.

Continuous Deployment

The information on the Open Problems website (https://openproblems.bio) is composed of a)
static content stored in the website repository, b) metadata stored in the Open Problems code
repository, and c) results data from the latest benchmarking run. Each time the metadata or
results data are updated, a pull request is automatically created via GitHub Actions to commit
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these changes to the website repository. Changes to the website repository are rendered with
Quarto (  https://quarto.org/) and hosted by Netlify48.

Development

Ease of contribution by the community is one of the central design principles for the Open
Problems infrastructure. To facilitate the contribution of new methods and optimization of
existing methods, we provide a command-line interface (CLI) to Open Problems. This CLI
enables developers to locally evaluate the results of their contributions in a targeted manner (i.e.
running only the submitted method rather than the full benchmark) and without prior experience
with the Open Problems repository. The CLI provides a simple one-line command to load any
dataset, run any method (given a dataset), or compute a metric (given the output of a method).
Additionally, a detailed guide for contributing datasets, methods, metrics, and new tasks is
maintained at
https://github.com/openproblems-bio/openproblems/blob/main/CONTRIBUTING.md.

Open Problems tasks
Open Problems tasks are classified as stub or full tasks to denote task maturity. Stubs consist of
at least one dataset, three methods, and one metric while tasks are regarded as full once they
encompass at least two datasets, six methods, and a metric. Tasks that do not qualify as stubs
are regarded as “under discussion” and are omitted here. This classification serves to
communicate to users at which point meaningful guidance can be derived from the results of an
Open Problems benchmark. Here we outline the setup of currently defined tasks in the Open
Problems platform, encompassing six full tasks (including five subtasks) and one stub task.
Details on datasets, methods, and metrics, as well as discussion of task results and
interpretation, are elaborated on in Supplementary Note 1.

Cell-cell communication

To harmonise the different tools and resources, we used the LIANA framework as a foundation
for the cell-cell communication task37. To generate a ground truth for CCC benchmarking, we
used alternative data modalities that provide insight into cellular communication such as spatial
proximity and cytokine signalling. Each modality corresponds to a subtask. In the source-target
subtask, we assess whether putatively interacting cell types are close to each other in spatial
data. In the ligand-target subtask, downstream cytokine activities are used to infer whether a
cytokine ligand was indeed active within a target cell type.

Label projection

To benchmark label projection methods, each dataset is divided into reference and query
subsets. Methods are trained on the reference data subset and predict cell type labels for the
query data subset. This prediction is evaluated against the true labels to quantify method
performance. Different train and test splits are evaluated on several datasets.
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Dimensionality reduction for 2D visualisation

The dimensionality reduction task attempts to quantify the ability of methods to embed the
information present in complex single-cell studies into a two-dimensional space. Thus, this task
is specifically designed for dimensionality reduction for visualisation and does not consider other
uses of dimensionality reduction in standard single-cell workflows, such as improving the
signal-to-noise ratio (and in fact, several of the methods use PCA as a pre-processing step for
this reason). Unlike most tasks, methods for the dimensionality reduction task must accept a
matrix containing expression values normalised to 10,000 counts per cell and log transformed
(log-10k) and produce a two-dimensional coordinate for each cell. Pre-normalised matrices are
required in order to enforce consistency between the metric evaluation (which generally requires
normalised data) and the method runs. When these are not consistent, methods that use the
same normalisation as used in the metric tend to score more highly. For some methods, we also
evaluate the pre-processing recommended by the method.

Batch integration

In this task, we evaluate batch integration methods on their ability to remove batch effects in the
data while conserving variation attributed to biological effects. As methods that integrate
batches can output three different data formats (feature matrices, embeddings and/or
neighbourhood graphs), we split the batch integration task into three subtasks. As input, all
tasks take a combined normalised dataset with multiple batches and consistent cell-type labels.
The respective batch-integrated representation (matrix, embedding, or graph) is then evaluated
using sets of metrics that capture how well batch effects are removed and whether biological
variance is conserved. We have based this particular task on a recent, extensive benchmark of
single-cell data integration methods18.

Spatial decomposition

The spatial decomposition task revolves around inferring relative cell type abundances in
array-based spatial transcriptomics data. Specifically, the task requires methods to estimate the
composition of cell identities (i.e., cell type or state) that are present at each capture location
(i.e., spot or bead). The cell identity estimates are presented as proportion values, representing
the proportion of the cells at each capture location that belong to a given cell identity. The
faithfulness of this inference is evaluated using several metrics. In this task, we distinguish
between reference-based decomposition and de novo decomposition, where the former
leverages external data (e.g., scRNA-seq or scNuc-seq) to guide the inference process, while
the latter only works with the spatial data. In this task, it is required that all datasets have an
associated reference single-cell data set to perform reference-based decomposition, but
methods are free to ignore this information to perform de novo decomposition instead. All
methods benchmarked so far require a scRNA-seq reference to learn the cell-type-specific
transcriptomics signature.

Denoising

Single-cell RNA-sequencing data can be notoriously noisy, with molecular capture rates that
often hover around 40% for droplet-based sequencing53 and up to 95% of measured zeros54. To
address this noise, data augmentations that denoise or “impute” scRNA-seq expression
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matrices have been proposed. The data denoising task attempts to evaluate the major data
denoising tools and to implement reasonable and universal metrics across a variety of datasets.
The methods that are considered take as input a scRNA-seq expression matrix, which is then
randomly partitioned into “train” and “test” subsets using the molecular cross validation (MCV)
approach55. MCV creates train and test splits by simulating two random samples from the
observed reads in each cell of the dataset. Once the training set has been denoised, its
similarity to the testing set is assessed via one of several loss functions. Although datasets are
assumed to already contain only the cells and genes that pass initial pre-processing steps,
further normalisation is considered a part of the evaluated method. To facilitate the comparison
of model performance using MCV, each denoising method is applied to the “train” subset, and
model outputs are evaluated against the “test” subset using various metrics.

Matching modalities

In this stub task, the goal is to learn a latent space where cells profiled by different technologies
in different modalities are matched if they have the same state. We use jointly profiled data as
ground truth so that we can evaluate when the observations from the same cell acquired using
different modalities are similar. A perfect result has each of the paired observations sharing the
same coordinates in the latent space. A method that can achieve this would be able to match
datasets across modalities to enable multimodal cellular analysis from separately measured
profiles.

Code and data availability

All Open Problems code is publicly available at
https://www.github.com/openproblems-bio/openproblems. This code includes data loaders for all
datasets used with associated metadata on where this data came from. Code to reproduce the
figures is publicly available at https://github.com/openproblems-bio/nbt2023-manuscript/.
Furthermore, detailed information on all datasets are available at
https://openproblems.bio/datasets/.
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